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Through its “CI EXCLUSIVE PROPERTIES” division,
the COMPTOIR IMMOBILIER strengthens its commitment to the
GRAND PRIX D'HORLOGERIE DE GENÈVE (GPHG)

Geneva, September 14, 2020 - The Foundation of the Grand Prix d'Horlogerie de Genève is pleased
to announce a new stage in its partnership with the Comptoir Immobilier, which has been
supporting the GPHG since 2011.
Through its prestige division named “CI Exclusive Properties”, the Comptoir Immobilier, founded
in 1825, based in Geneva and active throughout French-speaking Switzerland, is now the principal
partner of the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève.
Quentin Epiney, Member of the Management of the Comptoir Immobilier & Head of the prestige division,
“CI Exclusive Properties”, commented:
"This key partnership is a continuation of our support to the GPHG to which we have been a loyal partner
since the creation of the GPHG Foundation. Sharing as we do the values of precision, innovation, as well
as the transmission of traditions and teamwork with the watch industry, it is important for us to be
passionate participants in promoting the international influence of the expertise cultivated in Geneva and
French-speaking Switzerland.”
About CI Exclusive Properties
Created in 2013, the prestige division “CI Exclusive Properties” is the result of the CI Group's expertise
established in luxury residential real estate, encompassing sales, development and residential rentals. Its
philosophy and positioning express a desire for a different approach in meeting the expectations of a
demanding local and international clientele. Performance, loyalty, elegance and discretion are the
watchwords of the tailor-made service provided on a daily basis by “CI Exclusive Properties”.
https://www.ci-exclusive-properties.com/
#ciexclusiveproperties #gphg #gphg20 #sponsoring #partnership #savoirfaire #precision #innovation
#passion
About the GPHG
Created in 2001 and overseen since 2011 by a state-approved public-interest foundation, the Grand Prix
d’Horlogerie is intended to annually salute and reward the excellence of the watchmaking art, thereby
contributing to the enhancement of its reputation around the world.
www.gphg.org
#gphg20 #gphg #horlogerie #watchmaking
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